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ABSTRACT. The article discusses densiﬁcation of fully urbanised territories, which causes
deterioration of living conditions for tenants of neighbouring houses (third parties) due to the
negative impact of construction on local environment. Speciﬁcally, detection of fundamental
right violations during territorial planning is in focus, because not only third parties but also
future tenants of the house being constructed suffer loss of healthy and harmonious work and
recreational environment as a direct result of such violations. A classiﬁer of fundamental right
violations during territorial planning was developed for that purpose. The judicial practice was
analysed; persons authorised to contest environmental violations under the Law on Administrative Proceedings and the scope of their authorisation were determined.
KEYWORDS: Construction investment process; Urban development; Subjective right to safe,
clean and healthy environment; Defence of third party rights; Classiﬁcation of violations during territorial planning

1. INTRODUCTION
Some parts of most of our cities undergo
intensive transformations related to commercialisation, land use and density of buildings
(Bardauskienė 2007; Turskis et al., 2006; Zavadskas et al., 2004; Daunora, 2004; Kaganova
et al., 2008; Lindgren and Castell, 2008). On
one hand, it is a natural stage related to renovation of neglected valuable urban areas. Development of a national economy is impossible
without construction: people use construction
products, i.e. various buildings, to live, work

and satisfy other social needs (Urbanavičienė
et al., 2009). On the other hand, the course
and outcomes of this stage reveal gaps within
the renewal process. We are inclined to blame
the drawbacks of laws which regulate urban
planning and protection of visual identity (investors cannot always be expected to abandon
their self-centred ends for the sake of urban
values, etc.) (Dringelis, 2005; Vrubliauskas,
2005; Jakaitis, 2004; Petrušonis, 2004; Greater London Authority, 2003). Several examples
in European cities show that development
can embrace internal urban areas (McDonald
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et al., 2009; Kaklauskas et al., 2009). Currently, Lithuanian cities also witness concentrated
development (Zavadskas et al., 2009; Vyzienė
and Girgždys, 2009; Burinskienė, 2009; Jakaitis et al., 2009). It allows use of the existing
infrastructure and abandoned urban territories. Such planning of internal areas leads to
increased population density and cuts the size
of green zones. Such planning also reduces the
amount of used land and creates a lasting environment, the immensely dense population of
which not always is able to function properly
(Zavadskas et al., 2009). Implementation of
sustainable development policy is one of the
most complicated tasks and challenges facing
the entire community. Planning of sustainable
urban development must rest on systematic
approach (Burinskienė and Rudzkienė, 2009;
Lahdenperä, 2009; Majamaa et al., 2008; Banaitis and Banaitienė, 2007; Smid and Nieboer, 2008). Currently, intensive debates on longterm urban development take part worldwide,
and one would think that compact/small cities
is one of the best ways to implement long-term
development (Greater London Authority, 2003;
Turskis et al., 2006); however, we must assess
the negative impact of construction on local
environment and business. Whereas the construction process is long and complex, it needs
special attention in already urbanised territories. We must assess the level of deterioration
of living conditions (dust, noise, etc.) suffered
by local people (third parties) during construction process (Vaišis and Januševičius, 2008;
Baltrėnas et al., 2008; Mitkus and Šostak,
2008a), as well as the level of deterioration after
completion of the construction project (excessive population density, increased trafﬁc intensity, fewer green areas, etc.) (Mickaitytė et al.,
2008; Baltrėnas et al., 2007a, 2007b, 2007c;
Baltrėnas and Morkūnienė, 2006; Baltrėnas
et al., 2006; Poszyler-Adamska and Czerniak,
2007; Vaitekūnas and Banaitytė, 2007).
On one hand, construction investment contributes to national economic growth and de-
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velopment extensively (Viteikienė and Zavadskas, 2007; Chen, 1996; Lewis, 2004; Miller
et al., 2004; Yu and Lo, 2005; Ribeiro, 2008).
On the other hand, there is the negative impact of construction which must be considered
at project planning and contract signing stages
(Herbsman et al., 1995; Wong and Yip, 2004;
Mitkus, 2004a, 2004b; Mitkus, 2005).
One of the main goals of the article is to assess the possible negative impact of construction on environment in urbanised territories. It
has been determined that social costs related
to construction process have remarkable effect
on social life. This aspect demands for additional attention, and management efﬁciency of
such costs must be improved. Previous studies dealing with the impact of construction on
environment mostly included calculation of
work area costs (Chien et al., 2002; Kim et al.,
2004). Traditional construction management
practice excluded social costs from its calculations for several reasons. First of all, construction social costs are external costs of a construction project assumed by society and not
by project participants, i.e. the owner or the
contractor. Therefore, they are not shown in
project estimates. Secondly, most social costs
of construction projects are rather implicit
than explicit, and the available methods do
not facilitate their measurement. Thirdly, the
bearer of social costs, i.e. society, not always is
fully present in the process of project planning
and management, and public beneﬁts are often
simply ignored (Yu and Lo, 2005; Visuomenės
dalyvavimo teritorijų planavimo procese nuostatai, 2007; Lietuvos Respublikos teritorijų
planavimo įstatymas, 2004). Studies on calculation of costs related to the effect on environment and on business are scarce, even if some
researchers deemed such costs important. The
authors of this article came across a research
made by Yu and Lo (2005), who developed a
model which allows to calculate the degree of
negative impact of a road construction project
on local environment and business. Yu and Lo
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(2005) determined that daily social costs are
5.52 times bigger than construction project
costs.
The research of Yu and Lo (2005) seeks to
establish the time-dependent construction social costs (COSCO) model in order to calculate
the negative impact of construction on local
environment considering two aspects (the key
categories of daily construction social costs):
1) Effect on environment: calculation of daily
environment costs imposed on society by
construction process (previous researchers
have speciﬁed that costs of future construction mostly affect daily social life).
2) Effect on business: calculation of daily business loss caused by construction process
(daily decrease of local business proﬁts reﬂects business loss due to the construction
process).
Other aspects, i.e. psychological, visual and
aesthetic, were not included because of the difﬁculty to measure them.
Still, few studies attempted to calculate
these costs. The time-dependent construction
social costs (COSCO) model is developed in
order to calculate/assess the emerging negative impact of future construction at the initial
stage: while preparing a construction project.
The suggested COSCO model is a general
model which calculates daily social costs incurred on sites of active construction projects.
A conclusion was made that the costs of effect
on environment ignored by previous researchers make the biggest share of social costs. It
is more difﬁcult to calculate the costs of effect
on environment because they account for relatively subjective loss. Yu and Lo (2005) stress
the fact that implementation of air and noise
pollution control in the legal system of Taiwan
in 2004, i.e. air pollution and similar taxes collected from sources of pollution (e.g. daily costs
of noise pollution: ﬁnes paid by contractors for
use of construction equipment), enabled calculation of the costs of the effect on environment.
Such taxes (for air pollution and noise) facili-
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tate objective assessment of construction social
costs related to the effect on environment.
This article aims to study the application
peculiarities of the concept of healthy and harmonious residential and work environment
in law and judicial practice of the Republic
of Lithuania; to classify possible violations
which occur during preparatory stages of construction and can affect third party rights to
healthy and harmonious residential and work
environment; to study problems faced while
defending the said rights.
As stated above, construction processes in
fully urbanised territories increase trafﬁc intensity (both during construction and after
completion of an investment project), which is
one of the main air pollution sources. Recent
decades saw people becoming more aware of
the importance of environment, thus the effect
on environment, i.e. hard waste, liquid waste,
air pollution and noise, must be analysed more
thoroughly.
2. REVIEW OF FACTORS AFFECTING
ENVIRONMENT POLLUTION
The main sources of environment pollution
are industrial companies and transport. The
process of fuel burning (coal, oil, gas) is of particular importance (by the way, all industrial
branches and means of transport consume
fuel). Means of transport are one of the biggest
polluters of environment in Lithuanian cities.
Land vehicles pollute urban territories by exhaust gases, they are very dynamic and can
penetrate all urban territories: residential and
industrial districts, urban centres, territories
of hospitals and sanatoriums, recreational areas (Petrovic et al., 2009). About 200 of different
chemical compounds can be found in exhaust
gases of transport. Life quality in a city much
depends on functioning of the transport system
(Jakimavičius and Burinskienė, 2009; Scherer,
2009). It not only empowers people, but also
warrants thriving of local economy. Rising
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numbers of people living in cities (also due to
construction in urbanised territories) increase
population density per one square kilometre
and, in turn, the trafﬁc intensity. Constantly
increasing trafﬁc intensity has considerable
negative impact on environment and human
health, it causes deterioration of general quality of life. High levels of transport-related air
pollution harm human health and contribute
to increasing greenhouse effect (Kaklauskas
et al., 2007). Vaitekūnas and Banaitytė (2007)
noted that traffic jams inevitably force to
search for ways to reduce air pollution. There
are two ways to assess the negative impact of
transport exhaust gases and the level of pollution: either through air pollution monitoring
or through atmospheric dispersion modelling.
Atmospheric, terrain, wind speed and direction conditions must be assessed for numerical
modelling of car pollution emissions (Baltrėnas
et al., 2008; Vaitekūnas and Banaitytė, 2007).
Air pollution is both local and cross-border
problem caused by certain exhaust pollutants,
which alone or through chemical reactions have
negative impact on environment and health.
The effect of air pollution on built environment
is many-sided, but its harm to health causes
the biggest concerns (Thematic Strategy on air
pollution, 2005). Air pollution affects people in
various ways: can cause cancer, birth defects,
eye disorders, respiratory disorders, increased
sensitivity to viruses, increased cases of heart
diseases. Polluted urban air can cause major
health problems. Toxic substances may penetrate the body through digestive system and
skin, may be inhaled into lungs and get directly into blood stream through wounds (Curtis
et al., 2006).
Various pollutants harm almost all human
organs. For example, sulphur dioxide (SO2),
carbon monoxide (CO), volatile organic compounds, nitrogen dioxides (NO) and particulate
matter (PM) are the main components of air
pollution. Almost all of them occur due to fuel
combustion and trafﬁc.
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We shall proceed by a brief discussion of
the negative effect of air pollution components
on human body. Sulphur dioxide (SO2) is an
air-born pollutant emitted during combustion
process (usually combustion of fossil fuels containing sulphur compounds), as well as during processing of oil products and production of
sulphuric acid. SO2 (sulphur dioxide) and SO3
(sulphur trioxide) are colourless gases with
a speciﬁc smell. The effect of sulphur oxides
on health depends on their concentration in
the air. Sulphur oxides cause irritations, reﬂex cough and swelling of upper respiratory
mucous membranes, they also irritate mucous
membrane of eyes. The level of pollution with
nitric oxides is the highest in the biggest cities of Lithuania, namely Kaunas, Vilnius and
Klaipėda, but also in Mažeikiai (due to activities of “Mažeikių Nafta” and the nearby cement plant) (Kauno miesto aplinkos kokybės
tyrimai, VšĮ, 2008; Kaklauskas et al., 2007).
Baltrėnas et al. (2008) speciﬁes that reduction of pollution is one of environmental priorities in our country. Air quality monitoring stations installed in Lithuanian cities and biggest
industrial centres daily update information
about pollution in Vilnius and Kaunas conurbations, as well as territories of the remaining area. It is the main method of air quality
assessment. The information provided by air
quality monitoring stations proves that concentration of particulate matter often exceeds
the allowed limits in certain areas. Air quality
is assessed through mathematical atmospheric
dispersion modelling, as well as through analysis of dust sources and the main reasons behind dust concentration.
EU is highly concerned about environment preservation (Štreimikienė and Esekina,
2008). It is admitted that environment pollution has negative impact on human development, health and labour efﬁciency, and the
negative outcomes cost billions of euros. In order to maintain health of most people, rational
means for urban construction and planning, as
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well as for designing of street networks, must
be foreseen, by-passes or highways for continuous trafﬁc must be constructed, priority plans
for public transport development must be formulated, buildings must be situated rationally
in the territories, and the best means to reduce
environment pollution and noise must be foreseen (Kaklauskas et al., 2007).
Construction process includes numerous
sources of pollution: the entire trafﬁc-related
pollution and noise, dust, etc. Construction
process is especially harmful to fully urbanised territories.
To maintain healthy and harmonious residential and work environment, not only rational transport systems must be designed, but also
other requirements applicable to densiﬁcation
of urban territories must be followed. Failure
to follow requirements applicable to densiﬁcation of urban territories means, in general, failure to create healthy and harmonious residential and work environment, because, one way
or another, such failure will cause additional
air pollution and other negative effects on
residential and work environment (ﬁre safety,
hygiene, landscape and other requirements
will not be complied with). We shall proceed
with analysis of requirements applicable to
residential environment during densiﬁcation
of urbanised territories and with analysis of
possibilities to defend the right to healthy and
harmonious residential environment.
3. DEFENCE OF THE RIGHT TO
HEALTHY AND HARMONIOUS
RESIDENTIAL AND WORK
ENVIRONMENT: RELATION
BETWEEN PRIVATE
AND PUBLIC INTEREST
The Law on Administrative Proceedings of
the Republic of Lithuania (hereinafter LAP)
(Lietuvos Respublikos administracinių bylų
teisenos įstatymas, 2000) limits the right
of natural persons to defend public interest.
Therefore, it is essential to determine which
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type of interests, private or public, is violated
in order to ascertain the right of third parties
(tenants of neighbouring parcels, etc.) to personally defend the subjective right to healthy
residential and work environment.
Key solutions of a construction investment
project are approved during detailed territorial
planning. Analysis of judicial practice related
to validation of third party claims (third parties are persons not involved in construction
investment process directly, i.e. owners and
users of neighbouring parcels, communities
of residential districts, etc.) in the process of
detailed territorial planning and implementation of its solutions, when disputed acts violate
their subjective rights directly related to their
right to healthy and safe environment, shows
that courts, in some cases, consider such endeavours as attempts to defend public interest instead of own subjective rights (Mitkus
and Šostak, 2008). Moreover, courts rely on
provisions of LAP Chapters 5 and 36 (Lietuvos Respublikos administracinių bylų teisenos
įstatymas, 2000) and state that complainants are not within the category of persons
that have a right to defend public interest.
Let us analyse an example: in its Judgement
of 24/10/2006 (Administrative Case No. A101775/2006), the Lithuanian Supreme Administrative Court (hereinafter LSAC) stated that
the complainant (Lampėdžiai Community Centre) had not been authorised to appeal to court
for defence of public interest and rejected the
complaint (The Supreme Administrative Court
of Lithuania, 2006c).
The court heard this case and determined
that the resolution No. T-157 of 24 March
2005 of the Council of Kaunas City Municipality had approved the detailed plan for a parcel of 2,322 sq. m located in Gintaro g. 9. The
speciﬁed main purpose of land use: Land for
Other Purposes; the speciﬁed way of land use:
territory for commercial activities and small
businesses (type: territory for construction,
ﬁnishing and use of recreational and tourism
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information and leisure centres, concert halls,
exhibitions, theatres and other commercial
objects), as well as residential territory (type:
territory for apartment buildings). The resolution of the Council of Kaunas City Municipality
also speciﬁed the allowed height of buildings in
the parcel of Gintaro g. 9: up to three storeys
with penthouses. On 20 May 2005, the Division of Construction Permits and Infrastructure of the Urban Development Department
of the Administration of Kaunas City Municipality issued the permit No. 38-3-GN256-246
to Kaminta UAB for construction of an apartment building in Gintaro g. 9, Kaunas. On 20
December 2005, the Division of Construction
Permits and Infrastructure of the Urban Development Department of the Administration
of Kaunas City Municipality issued the permit
No. 38-3-GN256-246/l to Kamintos Investicija
UAB for construction of an apartment building
in Gintaro g. 9, Kaunas.
The complainant, Lampėdžiai Community
Centre, demanded from the Council of Kaunas City Municipality to annul the resolution
of 24/03/2005 and the construction permits
issued by the municipal administration. The
court of ﬁrst instance rejected the complainant’s claim. LSAC speciﬁed that anything of
objective signiﬁcance, value and importance
to society or part thereof should be considered
public interest. The complainant claimed that
the future apartment house would damage the
landscape and pollute visual environment thus
damaging the protected natural landscape
complex. These issues would be signiﬁcant to
the entire society. Therefore, the Lithuanian
Supreme Administrative Court upheld the
conclusion issued by the administrative court
of ﬁrst instance: the complainant appealed to
court in order to defend public interest instead
of its own subjective rights.
On 31/10/2001, the Republic of Lithuanian
ratiﬁed Aarhus Convention (UNECE, 1998)
which grants rights regarding access to information, public participation in decision mak-
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ing and access to justice in environmental
matters. The Convention foresees a right of
public organisations to appeal to administrative courts in order to defend environmental
public interest if the effect on environment
might be signiﬁcant. Appendix I to the Convention lists types of activities which can affect environment seriously. It follows that a
public organisation can seek justice defending
environmental public interests only in cases of
activities listed in this appendix. Construction
of residential buildings is not in the list. Thus
the administrative court of ﬁrst instance came
to a valid conclusion that, in this particular
case, the complainant was not authorised to
appeal to court to defend public interest and
rejected the complaint justly (The Supreme
Administrative Court of Lithuania, 2006c).
Lithuanian law has not yet defined the
concept of Public Interest in legal acts, i.e.
the legislator has not described the conception of public interest. Judicial practice deems
that, referring to LAP (Lietuvos Respublikos
administracinių bylų teisenos įstatymas,
2000), public interest generally should be
treated as anything of objective signiﬁcance,
value and importance to society or part thereof, and a person’s right to defend public interest in administrative proceedings is deﬁned as
a right of persons speciﬁed by laws to appeal to
administrative court in cases speciﬁed by laws
in order to defend anything of objective signiﬁcance, value and importance to society or part
thereof (The Supreme Administrative Court
of Lithuania, 2004). Therefore, any administrative court must consider particular circumstances of a case and determine whether the
subject matter of complaint defending public
interest is objectively signiﬁcant, important
and valuable to society or part thereof. Obviously, a situation might occur when personal
subjective right or legally protected interest
overlaps, to some extent, with things signiﬁcant, important and valuable not only to a
particular person but also to society or part
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thereof, and a person, who brought his/her
subjective right or legally protected interest
for defence in court, would at the same time
have a certain inﬂuence on protection of public interest. In such case, it cannot be claimed
that these circumstances cause a person to
lose his/her right to appeal to court in order to
defend his/her subjective right or legally protected interest, because the laws do not stipulate for such cases (The Supreme Administrative Court of Lithuania, 2007; The Supreme
Administrative Court of Lithuania, 2006a).
Lithuanian administrative courts which
are authorised to settle disputes on validity of
detailed territorial planning and the related
construction permits had their chance to express their opinion on provisions of the said
Convention and adopted yet narrower interpretation of the Convention than its logicallinguistic analysis would allow, let alone the
possibility to apply the broad and thoughtful
explanation of provisions of this Convention
relating it to general environmental matters.
Implementation of Aarhus Convention embodies expectations of Lithuanian society, which
seeks to protect its social environment from
unrestricted construction (Zavadskas et al.,
2004). The Convention (UNECE, 1998) regulates three opportunities of legal society: access to environmental information, participation in environmental decision-making, access
to justice in environmental matters.
Analysis of the provisions of Aarhus Convention (UNECE, 1998) shows that not only
public organisations which deal with environmental matters and act under requirements of
national legislation but also natural persons
have a right to defend public interest appealing to administrative courts in matters related
to natural elements: air, atmosphere, water,
soil, land, landscape, natural objects, biological
variety (The Supreme Administrative Court
of Lithuania, 2006b). Whereas Lithuanian
courts retained narrower interpretation of the
concept of environment than Aarhus Conven-
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tion (UNECE, 1998) and the attending EU legal acts (Directive 2003/4/EC, 2003; Directive
2003/35/EC, 2003), it was necessary to revise
the grounds of claims submitted by persons
whose right to healthy and safe environment
had been violated. Such claims, common in
EU countries, are yet trying to penetrate the
Lithuanian legal system.
Although judicial practice sticks to the approach that public interest does not deny and
is not in contraposition with individual interest of a member of society (or part thereof), it
is, however, intended to consider various aspects of defence of rights and accumulate and
balance respective interests of all community
members (or part thereof). Courts deem that
failure to comply with the requirements applicable to construction of a residential building during its construction limits the subjective right to healthy and clean environment
of people who live in the neighbourhood (The
Supreme Administrative Court of Lithuania,
2007). Such judicial interpretation determined
formulation of the concept of healthy and harmonious residential and work environment in
Lithuanian judicial practice and allowed to
specify persons authorised to defend environmental public interest and the scope of their
authorisation.
In general, the judicial practice related
to this matter was formulated in the LSAC
Judgement (Administrative Case No. A ³ 64/07) of 19/01/2007 (The Supreme Administrative Court of Lithuania, 2007), which determined that the complainant (natural person
T. Z.) had had a right to appeal to court in
order to defend public interest and annulled
the resolution of the Council of Vilnius City
Municipality (approving the detailed plan) and
the construction permit.
In this administrative case, the complainants asked the court to defend their rights
to healthy and harmonious residential, work
and recreational environment, which, in their
opinion, had been violated. The court deter-
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mined that the complainants are tenants of
houses (conﬁdential data) located in the land
plot neighbouring with the disputed parcel
(the parcel determined by the resolution of
07/06/2001 on approval of the detailed plan
contested by the complainants; the construction permit issued on 01/03/2005 for construction in the parcel was also contested by the
complainants). The court speciﬁed that claims
of the complainants prove that their subjective right to demand annulment of contested
resolutions is based on their attempt, acting as
members of interested society, to defend their
violated right to healthy and harmonious residential, work and recreational environment
and their right to participate in preparation
of the contested detailed plan. The complaints
also speciﬁed that the designed house (under
construction) is in the territory of the existing
public playground and is too large; future tenants of this house will use common residential
area and infrastructure; construction and completion of the house may negatively affect their
(complainants’) access to national and local
roads and streets, as well as protection against
noise and vibration. The court speciﬁed that
the arguments provided by the complainants
and the actual circumstances are related not
only to their subjective rights which they seek
to defend but also to public interest; and LAP
(Lietuvos Respublikos administracinių bylų
teisenos įstatymas, 2000) stipulates speciﬁc
procedure for the defence of the latter (meaning that a speciﬁcally deﬁned group of persons
is authorised to bring such interest to court for
defence). The complainants are not within the
category of persons authorised to defend public
interest (LAP Ch. 5, Part 3, Point 3; Ch. 56,
Part 1) (Lietuvos Respublikos administracinių
bylų teisenos įstatymas, 2000). Therefore, the
court came to a conclusion that, before hearing this case, it should determine the extent
to which the claims and arguments submitted
by the complainants belong to the institute of
public interest defence and the extent of their
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direct relation to speciﬁc legal rights and legally protected interests of the complainants.
In one case (if it is defence of public interest),
the complaint must be rejected because it is
ﬁled by persons without authority to defend
public interest. In other case (if it is violation
of speciﬁcally deﬁned rights or legally protected interests concerning only the complainants), the violated rights or legally protected
interests can/must be defended in one of the
ways speciﬁed in LAP (Lietuvos Respublikos
administracinių bylų teisenos įstatymas, 2000)
Chapter 88. (The Supreme Administrative
Court of Lithuania, 2007).
The court admitted to possible overlap of
private legal interests and public interests.
Thus a situation might occur when illegal act
or omission would violate both types of interests at the same time. In such case, both a
natural person whose right or legal interest
are violated and an entity which has a legal
right and/or obligation to defend public interest can appeal to court for defence. The complainants demanded the court to defend their
allegedly violated rights to healthy and harmonious residential, work and recreational environment. Legal norms set by the Constitution and the Law on Environment Protection of
the Republic of Lithuania and the analysis of
the doctrine of the Constitutional Court show
that environment protection is a constitutional
principle, which respectively determines legal
regulation in this area of particular importance to society (Lietuvos Respublikos konstitucija, 1992; Lietuvos Respublikos aplinkos
apsaugos įstatymas, 1992). On one hand, the
Constitution obliges the state and its citizens
to ensure and take care of environment protection, including preservation of healthy and
harmonious environment (Lietuvos Respublikos konstitucija, 1992). On the other hand,
the Constitution grants a right to healthy and
clean environment for everyone (Lietuvos Respublikos konstitucija, 1992). These matching
rights and obligations are regulated in de-
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tail by laws and attending legal acts, which,
however, cannot contradict Constitutional
provisions and cannot distort their goal and
meaning. It should be noted that preservation
of healthy and clean environment is a public
interest. At the same time, the right to healthy
and clean environment is a subjective material
right of each individual, and it can be defended
in court. Consequently, public interest embraces private legal interest in this particular case;
they are not opposites. Analysis of laws shows
that the complainants have subjective material rights both in the area of environment
protection (right to healthy and clean environment) and in the area of territorial planning
(right to participate in planning). These areas
also belong to public interest and are closely
interrelated. Thus public and private interests coincide in this situation (The Supreme
Administrative Court of Lithuania, 2006a).
In this case, the court determined that the
complainant T. Z. had had a subjective right to
healthy and harmonious residential and work
environment. The court speciﬁed that environment is usually perceived as the entire set of
interrelated elements functioning in nature
(upper and deep ground layers, air, water, soil,
ﬂora, fauna, organic and inorganic substances,
anthropogenic components), as well as natural
and anthropogenic systems which unite them.
Thus proofs were provided in the case that the
building which is being constructed near the
place of residence of T. Z. is too high and provisions of the construction regulation are not
complied with; therefore, it violates the subjective right of the complainant T. Z., i.e. during
construction of a new building changes of the
environment in the place where she lives and
works must meet the requirements stipulated
by legal norms of construction (The Supreme
Administrative Court of Lithuania, 2007).
The next chapter analyses what requirements must be maintained in order to prevent
violation of third party rights to healthy and
harmonious environment.
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4. CLASSIFICATION OF VIOLATIONS
OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS
Although it would seem that compact/
small cities is one of the best ways to implement long-term development, such practice
also brings about harmful effect of urban densiﬁcation. Expansion of construction business
and penetration of construction companies into
already settled and urbanised territories often
brings about violation of third party rights, i.e.
densiﬁcation of buildings in urban territories
often means deterioration of living conditions
for tenants of neighbouring houses (third parties) due to the negative impact of construction on local environment (Šostak and Kutut,
2009). STR “Residential Buildings” (STR,
2004) determines the following provisions related to the effect of a building and its environment planned in a parcel on third parties:
use and maintenance of the entire constructed
residential building with ﬁxtures should not
cause deterioration of living and work conditions of third parties compared to the conditions available before the construction. If, for
objective reasons, conditions cannot remain
unchanged, such changes cannot exceed the
limits set by the requirements of normative
construction technical documents and normative documents regulating building safety and
purpose.
STR “Residential Buildings” (STR, 2004)
speciﬁes that two aspects related to protection
of valid third party interests must be considered while designing a residential building and
its ﬁxtures:
1) inﬂuence of third parties on the designed
building and its environment in the parcel,
as well as on tenants of the building;
2) effect of the entire designed building and
its environment in the parcel on third parties.
The regulating conditions are as follows:
the entire building and its environment in
the parcel must be constructed following the
design documentation and used for the speci-
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ﬁed purpose; the design documentation must
be prepared in the manner which shall foresee
that construction of the residential building,
landscaping, construction of the ﬁxtures, access paths and ways, underground and overground construction/laying of engineering systems will not cause deterioration of current
technical condition of third party buildings and
will not create preconditions for emergence of
factors which could later (during use) cause
deterioration of technical conditions of such
buildings; the design documentation must
foresee free access of third persons to national
and local roads and streets; solutions of the
design documentation cannot limit possibilities to use engineering networks; location of
solutions of the design documentation, including the residential building, ﬁxtures and green
areas, cannot reduce size of third party parcels
and apartment insolation; solutions of the design documentation must consider and cannot
damage third party ﬁre protection measures
and systems, and must preserve their functional features; the residential building, its
ﬁxtures and the parcel must be designed in
such way that their use, as well as levels of
noise, vibration, electric interference and dangerous radiation caused by activities allowed
in the building, would not have negative effect
on third persons; solutions of the design documentation must protect natural and cultural
values located in the parcel.
A situation when third party rights are violate puts both third parties and participants of
a construction investment project at a disadvantage, because it might, on one hand, cause
unsanctioned deterioration of third party living
and work conditions. On the other hand, violations of third party rights during construction
planning might have effect on implementation
of the investment project, because all solutions
violating third party rights also violate provisions of normative legal acts and may be contested as stipulated by LAP (Lietuvos Respublikos administracinių bylų teisenos įstatymas,
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2000). Construction investment process is long
and complex; it demands large amounts of ﬁnancial, intellect and other resources. Should
a judicial dispute interfere with the process,
an investor might suffer huge loss and the implementation might be postponed for indeﬁnite
period. Litigation may even take several years
(The Supreme Administrative Court of Lithuania, 2007). Therefore, investors are most interested to avoid any legal disputes and should
pay more attention to their prevention. This
fact makes issues related to defence of violated
third party rights more relevant.
The key solutions of a construction investment project are approved during detailed territorial planning. Third party rights can be
violated during detailed planning by approving
illegal solutions. Whereas the requirements
for solutions of detailed plans are speciﬁed in
most legal acts (construction technical regulations, etc.), it is expedient to classify possible
violations of third party rights at this stage
in order to avoid the violations. Legal sources
regulating third party rights and their protection were analysed for that purpose, such as
STR 2.02.01:2004 “Residential Buildings,” STR
2.02.09:2005 “Detached Residential Buildings,”
STR 1.01.07:2002 “Simple (temporary among
them) Buildings,” etc.; the requirements (hygiene, ﬁre safety and other requirements for
residential buildings and their parcels) applicable to solutions of detailed plans were also
analysed, sorted and structured (Mitkus, 2007).
Possible violations of third party rights during construction planning were classiﬁed in order to avoid or considerably reduce violations
of third party rights in the process of detailed
planning and in order the planned construction in urbanised territories would meet the
requirements of normative documents to the
maximum; this classification is sufficiently
comprehensible not only to construction experts but also to people within local community, thus it may make third parties aware about
violations of their rights. It may also help to
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avoid the following problem: debarring of society from decision-making in urban development matters (see Figure 1).
The classiﬁcation in Figure 1 shows four
groups of possible violations of third party
rights: ﬁre safety requirements, built territory
requirements, insolation requirements and
other requirements. This classiﬁcation shows
the most frequent violations based on the data
obtained through research performed by the
authors.
We shall continue with detailed analysis of
some requirements applicable to solutions of
detailed plans.

Development
density
and intensity

4.1. Ensured access of ﬁre-ﬁghting
equipment
Adequate access to constructed residential buildings is the key condition to maintain
healthy and harmonious residential and work
environment for third persons. STR “Residential Buildings” (STR, 2004) sets the following
imperatives:
• Each residential (detached, apartment or
semi-detached) building must have adequate access for ﬁre-ﬁghting equipment.
• Access roads and paths of buildings must
ensure the ﬁre crew access to at least
one window of each apartment, to apart-

Building's
layout
in the parcel

Sanitary
protection
areas

Smallest allowed
distances between
buildings

Distances between
buildings and
parcel's edge

Urban and
architectural
requirements

Built territory
Internal
premises
Insolation
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Violations

Other

Protection of
natural and
cultural heritage

Playgrounds
Other

Fire safety

Fire safety distances
between buildings

Spare area

Access roads

Along one
side of the
building

Access for
fire-fighting
equipment

Along both
sides of
the building

To turn around
fire-fighting
vehicles

To place
vehicle
ladders

In closed
or semi-closed
yards

Figure 1. Classiﬁcation of possible violations of third party rights during territorial planning
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ments, to ﬁre-ﬁghting elevator, to premises with electricity and gas inlets and to
control rooms of ﬁre-ﬁghting systems.
For buildings (detached, apartment or
semi-detached) of four storeys and smaller, access roads for ﬁre-ﬁghting equipment may be at a distance of 25 m from
the buildings. Four-storey buildings must
have access roads for placement of ﬁreﬁghting vehicle ladders.
Apartment buildings of four storeys and
higher must have access roads for ﬁreﬁghting equipment along both sides and
auxiliary areas for placement of fireﬁghting vehicle ladders.
For ﬁve-storey apartment buildings, access roads may be only along one side, if it
ensures access to all apartments through
windows on this side and if products used
for decoration of building façades at least
fall within the class A2-sl, d0 of reaction
to ﬁre.
For placement of vehicle ladder, a lane of
at least 6 m in width or a site of 16 ×16 m
must be constructed at a distance of 7–16
m from building considering the height
of an apartment house and technical features of a vehicle.
Trees and other obstacles cannot block
access between the building and the lane
intended for placement of vehicle ladder.
Access roads and sites for ﬁre-ﬁghting
vehicles must be always empty; special
road signs or fencings (height up to 30
cm) may be used for that purpose.
To access façades, ﬁre-ﬁghting vehicles
are allowed to use special roofs of stylobates and annexes, which are designed to
bear the load of ﬁre-ﬁghting vehicles.
Closed and semi-closed yards must have
access roads for fire-fighting vehicles,
if respective apartment buildings have
more than three storeys or yard’s external outline is longer than 800 m. Arches must be at least 3.5 m in width and

4.25 m in height. If an access road leads
to a cul-de-sac, it must have a site of at
least 12 ×12 m for ﬁre-ﬁghting vehicles to
turn around.
4.2. Violations of built territory
Requirements for built territories are violated when the smallest allowed distances
between buildings or to parcel’s edge are not
ensured, when requirements on density and
intensity of built territory are violated, sanitary protection areas are not determined, etc.
Chapter 3 of this article proves that judicial practice admits to violation of the personal
right to healthy and harmonious environment
if too many buildings are constructed (excessive density and intensity) or some mandatory
areas are not planned in the neighbouring parcel. Chapter 23 of the Law on Territorial Planning of the Republic of Lithuania (Lietuvos
Respublikos teritorijų planavimo įstatymas,
2004) sets the following mandatory way of
territorial management and use to be included
in detailed plans: purpose of territory (parcel)
and/or its type; allowed height of buildings;
allowed density of the development in the parcel; allowed intensity of the development in the
parcel; the area, boundaries or the line for construction of buildings; utility or local engineering networks, supply of engineering services to
the territory (parcel) and communication corridors; arrangement of the transport system;
servitutes. The Law on Territorial Planning
of the Republic of Lithuania Lietuvos Respublikos teritorijų planavimo įstatymas, 2004)
gives the following deﬁnitions:
• Intensity of the development shall mean
the ratio of the sum of the total area
of the ground premises of all buildings
and the area of the parcel.
• Density of the development shall mean the
ratio of the built area established according to the boundaries of external walls
and the total area of the land parcel.
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The density and intensity of the development cannot violate the requirements on density and intensity speciﬁed in the detailed plan
and other normative documents.
Construction, refurbishment and repair of
residential building, its ﬁxtures and engineering networks cannot make negative impact on
the neighbouring parcel and its buildings. STR
“Residential Buildings” (STR, 2004) imperatively states that building’s parcel is intended
for construction of a building, access paths and
roads, as well as for recreational and household needs of its tenants. Any parcel must at
least have the following parts (areas): the area
for the building; access paths and roads to the
building; car parking lot; green areas with
playgrounds and sports fields, recreational
areas for elderly and disabled people (green
areas must occupy at least 25% of free area in
the parcel); bicycle parking lot; place for temporary storage of household waste; and structures for engineering systems (electric transmission substations, etc). STR “Residential
Buildings” (STR, 2004) mandates a distance
of at least 3 m between residential buildings
and the edges of the parcel if buildings are of
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one or two storeys. Distances between buildings are regulated by ﬁre safety and insolation
requirements.
Insolation is the amount of direct sunlight falling on territories, buildings and into
rooms. Insolation requirements are violated
when rooms of buildings get less insolation
than required or insolation of playgrounds is
lower than the norms. STR “Residential Buildings” (STR, 2004) mandates that multi-storey
residential buildings must be arranged in the
following manner: ensure compliance with
insolation requirements for rooms and playgrounds; prevent blocking of natural lighting
of rooms; and comply with requirements on
natural lighting of rooms.
STR “Residential Buildings” (STR, 2004)
mandates that requirements to other newly
constructed or reconstructed buildings are considered complied with if the distance from the
blocking building is at least equal to its height
or bigger (see Figure 2 and 3); the distances
may be smaller if a visual angle of at least
60° will be ensured for windows of the blocked
building on the horizontal plane (see Figure 2
and 3).

A

B<H

B>=H

Existing building

b

l

l

New building

A

Figure 2. Plan

b
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Existing building

H

A-A

B=>H

Figure 3. Cross-section A-A

5. CONCLUSIONS
1. Densiﬁcation of urbanised territories often
affects third party rights to healthy and
harmonious residential and work environment. This effect must be assessed in the
construction investment process as early as
possible; the authors think these aspects
must be considered as early as during territorial planning. Assessment of this effect
must consider two aspects of negative impact of construction on local environment:
effect on environment (calculation of daily
environment costs imposed on society by
construction process) and effect on business
(calculation of daily business loss caused by
construction process).
2. The main source of environment pollution
is transport. Construction in fully urbanised
territories causes increased trafﬁc intensity, which is one of the main air pollution
sources. Rising numbers of people living in
cities (also caused by construction in urbanised territories) increase population density,
which means increased trafﬁc intensity. Inappropriate densiﬁcation of urbanised territories contributes to irrational development
of the transport system; it indirectly causes
increased environment pollution and violates third party rights to healthy and harmonious residential and work environment.
3. The analysis of judicial practice of the Republic of Lithuania proved the lack of unani-

mous approach to defence of third party
rights to healthy residential and work environment. In some cases, courts interpreted defence of such right as defence of
public interest and, based on this, rejected
complaints of third parties related to their
right to healthy and harmonious environment. However, later courts admitted that
private legal interest and public interest
might overlap. Then a situation might occur
when illegal act or omission violates both interests at the same time. In such case, both
a natural person whose right or legal interest are violated and an entity which legally
has a right and/or obligation to defend public interest can appeal to court for defence.
The authors think that the current legal
basis must be amended granting rights not
only to public organisations dealing with environmental matters and acting under the
requirements of national legislation but also
to natural persons to defend public interest
before administrative courts in matters related to natural elements: air, atmosphere,
water, soil, land, landscape, natural objects,
biological variety, etc.
4. Possible violations of third party rights during construction planning were classiﬁed;
the classiﬁcation is sufﬁciently comprehensible not only to construction experts but
also to members of local community, it may
make third persons aware of their violated
rights.
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SANTRAUKA
SVEIKOS IR HARMONINGOS GYVENAMOSIOS IR DARBO
APLINKOS IŠSAUGOJIMAS PLEČIANT MIESTUS
Sigitas MITKUS, Olga Regina ŠOSTAK
Nagrinėjama, kaip tankinant urbanizuotų teritorijų užstatymą pabloginamos aplinkinių namų gyventojų
(trečiųjų asmenų) gyvenimo sąlygos dėl neigiamo statybos poveikio vietinei aplinkai. Ypatingas dėmesys skiriamas esminių teisių pažeidimams nustatyti planuojant teritorijas, nes šie pažeidimai daro tiesioginę įtaką
sveikos ir harmoningos bei ir poilsio aplinkos praradimui ne tik tretiesiems asmenims, bet ir būsimiems naujai statomo namo gyventojams. Tam tikslui sudarytas esminių teisių pažeidimų planuojant teritorijas klasiﬁkatorius. Išnagrinėta teismų praktika ir nustatyta, kas ir kokia apimtimi gali užginčyti administracinių
bylų teisenos įstatymo nustatyta tvarka pažeidimus aplinkosaugos klausimais. Straipsnyje nagrinėjamos
trečiųjų asmenų teisių į sveiką ir harmoningą gyvenamąją bei darbo aplinką išsaugojimo problemos vykdant
statybas urbanizuotose teritorijose. Išnagrinėta Lietuvos Respublikos trečiųjų asmenų teisių į sveiką ir
harmoningą gyvenamąją bei darbo aplinką gynimo teismų praktika, aptartas viešojo ir privataus intereso
santykis šioje srityje. Nustatyti pagrindiniai galimi pažeidimai planuojant statybas, sudarytas šių pažeidimų
klasiﬁkatorius.

